ABSTRACT

Research Title Singer Was Effect of Application of Model Cooperative Learning type Group Investigation Of Learning Outcomes in Subjects Economy Class XI IPS 1 SMA Sumatra 40 Bandung.

Purpose Of Research Singer is for the review to find out how big the effect of the application of the model group Learning Against this type of investigation findings Students studying in Class XI IPS 1 SMA Sumatra 40 Bandung. The method used is a method hearts Singer Research survey with causal associative approach. Data collection techniques used Yang That observation, questionnaire, documentation and literature study TECHNIQUE Processing Data validity test, reliability test, data normality test, correlation, simple linear regression analysis, and the coefficient of determination with using SPSS 21.0 for windows program. In the study sample which was used Example singer Saturated (Census), ie Student Class XI IPS 1 SMA Sumatra 40 Bandung second semester of School Year 2015/2016 Yang is 31 students. Results showed that influences of the group Learning Model Against this type of investigation findings student learning. It Singer Seen From the results of data processing using SPSS 21.0 program for windows. Results if the data are correlations between variables X and Y variables for 0769 itu means for the very strong correlation, simple linear regression of Y = 3.404 + 0.293 X, and the coefficient of determination R2 OR of 3.3%. The result of the calculation of the average grain questionnaire Consisting Of Three aspect variable X is equal to 81.60% of Students Agree That shows that the model type of investigation pemembelajaran Cooperative group can be improve student learning results. The average yield of each item questionnaire in Y 79.8% Agree That shows that students lying factors which influenced results Namely factors Students learn who is in (physical and psychological) And Out Of Himself (Environment, society). As Final Research Authors submit suggestions to the teachers indicated Economy that creates a learning atmosphere That can be shown to students provides an opportunity to review and contribute Actively engage Jump hearts Teaching and learning process. Cooperative Learning Model type of investigation is an alternative model group Which can be used by teachers because own hearts Learning Process Benefits for learners to review more Build Students for a review can be thought-Based Critical And understanding is not memorization.
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